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(57) Abstract: A computer based lottery which allows entries to be sold over the telephone, by ATM or POS machines, by email, or

via kiosks, in which participants are invited to choose at least one unique number Irom a defined range of numbers, e.g. between one

and one million which hopefully no-one else has or will select before the end of the competition. The participant can register their

selection with an entry-logging engine (which can be an automated call answering system allowing the user to key in the number

chosen by using the telephone keypad). This records the identity or contact details of the participant (for example telephone number

or email address), the number selected by the participant, and the date and time of the entry, the entry-logging engine giving the

participant an optional receipt number. The entry-logging engine, after receipting the participant's entry, then passes each entry in

turn to a lottery engine, which allows the competition to run until a winner is determined. The winning entry being determined by

the lottery engine once all but one of the numbers have been selected two or more times, and only one number remains having been

selected by only one participant, with that final number being declared the winning number, and the participant having chosen that

number being notified as the winner.
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TITLE: LOTTERY SYSTEM

FIELD

This invention relates to a gambling or promotion system enabling a large number of players

to participate, and in particular lends itself to a game in which participants can enter by

5 means ofthe telephone, or by email.

BACKGROUND

Lotteries are used in gambling systems where participants pay to enter or promotional

systems where eligibility to enter is associated with tiae purchase ofgoods or services.

Most games of ch^ce myolving large numbCTS of paiticipa^^ are lotteries based on (a)

10 sweepstakes, in which customers purchase lottery tickets, or (b) variants of LOTTO or

KENO, in which customers either purchase a pre-allocated set of numbers, or purchase a

group of numbers chosen by them, in each case purchasing a ticket at a retail outlet. In some

cases such purchases are conducted by mail. In all cases the organiser ofthe lottery will then

select the winning numbers, in some form ofrandom draw, v^ch is often televised.

15 One disadvantage of these systems is that customers need to go to the retaU outlet to

purchase the entrance ticket. Another disadvantage is that customers are required to retain

their tickets, in order to redeem prizes if they beUeve Uiey have won. LOTTO allows

customers to select different numbers but suffers from the disadvantage that the prize pool

may be shared between a number of participants - it is the nature of LOTTO that it cannot

20 guarantee a single division one winner. Another disadvantage is the need to ensure that the

selection of the winning tickets/numbers is truly random and is not subject to interference or

fraud by any party.

OBJECT

It is an object of this invention to provide a novel lottery system, which makes it possible for

25 customers to enter by means of the telephone, or the Internet, or one which will at least

provide ^e public with a useful choice.

BNSDCXnO: <WO_02077931A1_I_>
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STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

In one aspect, the inventioxi provides a computerised lottery having at least one computer

system for recording entries and determining one or more winners, in which participants are

invited to select at least one number from a defined range ofn mmibers, and to register their

selection with the computer, the computer being enable of recording at least the identity or

contact details of the participant, the number selected by the participant, the rules of the

competition being such that participants are aware that the conq)etition wfll run until a

wimier is declared, but that more than one selection of the same number by more than one

participant or entry will prevent that number from being chosen for a primary prize, the

competition running untU either: (a) a defined time has expired to determine one or more
winners based on the participants who had selected numbers that other participants had not

selected; or (b) until aU but one of the numbers have been selected two or more times, and

only one number remains having been selected by only one participant, with that final

number being declared the winning number, and the participant having chosai that number
1 5 being notified as the wiimei.

In another aspect the invention provides a meihod of conducting a lottery, in which

participants are invited to select at least one number from a defined range of numbers, for

example between one and n, to register their selection with a computer system, the computer

system being capable of recording at least the identity or contact details of the participant,

.20 the number selected by the participant, and preferably the date and time of the entry, the

rules ofthe competition being such that participants are aware that the competition will lun

until a winner is declared, but that more than one selection ofthe same number by more than

one participant or entry will prevent that number from being chosen as the primary winning

entry, the competition running until either a defined time has expired, or mote preferably .

25 untU all but one of the numbers have been selected two or more times, and only one number
remains having been selected by only one participant, with that final number being declared

the winning number, and flie participant having chosen that number being notified as the

winner.

Preferably the computer system includes a transaction engine (i.e. for entry logging) and a

30 lottery engine. More preferably this includes at least one database with each record having

fields containing (a) customer information, typically a telephone number or credit card

BNSDOCIO: <WO_0a0r7931A1_l.>
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number, (b) the number chosen by the customer, (c) a receipt number or PIN disclosed to the

customer as proofof that entry.

More preferably the lottery engine includes at least one database. The database can contain n

records with at least two fields per record - a first field containing a number within the range

5 (so that the records can be sequential through the entire range of n numbers for thai

competition), and a second numerical field capable of recording the number of or

number oftimes that number has been selected.

The databases of the transaction engine and lottery engine can be combined into a single

database and operated within a single computer but we beUeve that this may make it more

10 vuhierable to firaud.

Alternatively the lottery caii berun using a spreadsheet insteadof separate databases, as we

used a spreadsheet in our simulation ofthe invention. Preferably the participant is allowed to

enter thar own number by remote data entry such as by entering it on a telephone key pad,

by sending an SMS message, or email message containing the number they have chosen.

15 However, it is also possible for the participant to allow the system to chose one or more

numbers at random, so that the participant could for example select a "lucky dip" in which

the system would select one or more numbers at random and enter them into the competition

for the participant.

Preferably the registration process involves the participant paying for their entry. However,

20 in some lottery schemes, the entry may be jfree, with a defined prize for the winning enliy

.

In its most preferred fonn, the con«)etition wiU run until there is only one number remaining,

all other numbers in the set of n numbers having been excluded by the lotteiy engine (a

computer program which preferably determines number matches, as numbers are entered),

and reducing the pool of potential winning numbers until only a single number remains in

25 that pool.

It will be ^preciated that in some cases the competition may run for a period of time,

leaving a number of potential winning numbers, and a number of "blank" numbers, i.e.

potential members of the set ofn numbers which have not been chosen by anyone. In which

case the promoters of the competition miay wish to close the competition after a defined

BNSDOCID: <WO_02077931A1_L>
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pCTod of time, or after a defined number of entries, and then analysing the results to

detramine if there should be one or more first division "ovinners, being participants who have

selected a number thai has not been selected by anyone else, and one or more second or third

division winners based on numbers that have been chosen by two or more participants.

As will be appreciated from the examples, there are a number of ways of operating such a

lottery.

One of the advantages of this lotteiy system is tiiat it can be operated via the telephone, for

example by utUising a 0900 number ordering system. If, for example "n" is chosen as one

million, then the set ofnumbers consists of the digits ftom 1 to 1,000,000 (this number range

is purely arbitrary depending upon the size of the competition and the potential prize pool)

then tiie participant can respond to an advertisement perhaps on television, on the radio, or in

Ac printed media, by calling a defined telephone number and then at the promqit ratering the

number via a touch-tone keypad. Altanatively the numba could be emtered using an

interactive voice recognition system, by speaking the number, and having the computer, or a

human operator, repeat the number back to the participant It is however preferred that the

operation of the system is fully computerised, and that either a touch-tone keypad can be

used, or an interactive voice recognition system be used (TVR) as tiiis enables the system to

be readily scalable, and to operate at relatively low cost (in terms of human operators) 24
hours a day.

Altranaiively the system can be operated via a message sent in many ways including by mail,

by fax, by email, by SMS or WAP, or by logging into a server on the internet, by machine

such as a gaming machine, kiosk, lottery temiinal, ATM or POS machine, or through a

registration process, or via telephone, with participants having pre-registered. In ei&er of

these cases the participants may have purchased a number ofpotential entries in advance, or

established a credit balance with the operator, or may wish to pay by credit card, or some

otha rapid payment system.

One of the advantages of the system is that the identity of the winning number will not be

known in advance, and providing that the computer system is isolated from hackers, or from
programmers or operators ofthe system, the lottery engine can be allowed to run until all the

available numbers have been used up excqjt for the winning number, the identity of which
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wiU only be revealed at the time of completion ofthe lottery, and that time will not be known

by the operator, until at least (2n.l) entries have been made, and more likely many more

entries than this. TMs means that for a set of numbers n, the potential revenue (excluding

operating costs, and any charges of the 0900 system payable to the carrier) will be at least

5 $(2n-l) X entry price, and could weU be much more if some numbers are chosen many times

over by different participants.

In another aspect the invention provides a computer system including computer hardware

and appropriate software to run the transaction engine and the lottery engine in accordance

with the method outlined above, and means for allowing the automated input of information

10 to the lottery engine.

Preferably the transaction engine is -separate-W -the lottery ^e registered

entries sequentially to the lottery engine.

Preferably the input to the transaction engine involves entries via a telephone keypad, via

SMS from mobile phones, via emaUs. via entries direct to a website, or entries direct to a

15 kiosk or computer terminal at a retail outlet, and less preferably by mail (as this would

involve scanning of the entry or human input of the entry and reduces the ability to provide

an instantaneous or rapid response to the entrant confiradng the details ofthe entry).

In another aspect the invention provides a computer program for conducting a lottery in

which participants are invited to select at least one number from a defined range of "n"

20 numbers, and to register their selection with a computer running the program, the program

adapted to record at least the identity or contact details of the participant, the number

selected by the participant, and to separately record the number of times each number within

the range of "n" numbers is chosen by participants, the program allowing the competition to

run until all but one of the numbers have been selected two or more times, and only one

25 number remains having been selected by only one participant, with that final number being

declared the winning number.

INVENTIVE STEP

The invention as claimed allows a lottety to operate using a totaliser system - the total prize

pool depends upon the number of entries, and in its simplest form the competition will not

BNSDCX3ID: <WO_02077931A1J_>
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close until at least 2n.l entries have been received where n is the total of the numbers to be

chosen. Interference or fraud is minimised as the outcome is determined by the interaction

between the participant's entries rather than the drawing of a ticket or the selection of

numbered balls or the like. It also allows entries to be made remotely e.g. by telephone or

5 anail widiout the need for a pre-printed ticket.

DRAWINGS:

These and other aspects of this invention, which wiU be considered in all its novel aspects,

will become apparent from the following description, which is given by way of example
only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

a Figure 1 illustrates a table of ten numbers taken out of a potential group ofn numbers,

at time tl.

Figure 2 we show a snapshot ofthe same group ofnumbers at time t2.

Figure 3 we show a sn^shot ofthe same group ofnumbers at time t3.

Figure 4 we show a snapshot of the same group of numbers at time t4, when a winner

^ number is declared.

Figure 5 is a basic overview of the transaction process, whether or not the entry comes

via a telephone landline, or by an Internet entry, or some other means.

Figure 6 is a flow chart for an interactive voice recognition system enabling a person to

enter the lott^ through their telephone.

Figure 7 is a horse race simulation, based on a lottery of ten numbers, showing the

processing screen prior to sterling.

Figure 8 shows the same screen after 15 entries, befiwe a winner ha§ been declared.

Figure 9 shows the screen when the lottery has been completed, and a winner declared.

In this case horse number 1 is the winner.

Figure 10 is the caU log showing the date and timSofthe different entries.

r7931AlJ_>
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE DRAWINGS:

Figure 1 illustrates a table of ten numbers taken out of a potential group of n numbers, in

this example the numbers from 1 to 1,000,000. THe numbers 1300 to 1310 are shovm in the

first column and the number of hits against each number are recorded in the next five

5 columns. In Figure 1 the hits are recorded vdth ax.

This figure does not show the order in M^hich the caller information is transmitted, or

received by the lottery engine; it is simply a snapshot of those numbers at a particular point

in time during the lottery process.

As >wll be explained below, numbers are buffered as Ihey axe entered by each participant and

10 then fed sequentially to the lottery engine from an appropriate FIFO (first-in-first-out) stack.

It will be noted that several ofthese numbers have been chosen by more than one participant,

and thus for the purpose of the first division prize they will be excluded from the pool of

available lottery numbers, although the participants will not be notified of this, at any stage

during xhe lottery.

15 In Figure 2 we show a snapshot of the same group of numbers at a later time, where a

number of entries y have been recorded against the various numbers. It wUl be noted that

some ofthe numbers which had previously been excluded (for example numbers 1301, 1304,

1306 and 1310), have been chosen by additional participants.

Number 1300, which was a potential winner in the snapshot shown in Figure 1, has now

20 been excluded in the snapshot of Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that number 1303 is apotential

winner, although number 1305 is still a blank entry (no participant has chosen this number).

By snapshot 3 of Figure 3, the entries z, have for example been applied against numbers

1304, 1305 add 1310. Numbers 1304 and 1310 have previously been excluded (or in other

words they are no longer remaining in the potential pool of numbers for the first division) but

25 number 1305 has now moved from a blank number to the potential pool ofwinning numbers

and joins number 1303 in this pooL

Snapshot 4 in Figure 4 shows the sequence of the last three entries labeUed A, B and C in

order to show the sequence. Entry A is recorded against number 1300 and is thus not

BNSDOCID: <WO_02077931A1_L>
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relevant to the process. Entiy B is recorded against number 1309, which had also previously

been excluded from the pool of first division numbers, and hence is not relevant to the

process. However entry C is the second selection of number 1305 and this excludes 1305

from the pool ofpotential winning numbers leaving only number 1303 as the only remaining

5 potential winning number, in the first division pool, and thus number 1303 can be declared

the winner and the process can be stopped. In fact it is preferred that the lottery engine will

refuse to accept any further entries at this point, and wUl declare the winning entry.

Where the transaction engine receives voice calls or text messages the receiving number<s)

can be taken off-line to prevent any further entries, or. ifthe rules permit, subsequent entries

1 0 can be directed to the next lottery.

Figure 5 shows and overview of the transaction process, showing the remote entry from a
number of different sources, through to a transaction engine, which stores information in a
client and transaction database. It shows that one of the entries could be from a mobile

telephone or from a landline using an intCTactive voice recognition system (labelled as 'TVR
15 Call Processor"). It shows a separation between the transaction engine and the lottery

engine. It shows the transaction engine creating a transaction record, which is then passed to

the lottery engine. The accounting function has been omitted from this flow chart Once a
winner is found, communication will come from the lottery engine back to the transaction

engine to stop any further bets or defer those bets for a future lottery. The transaction engine

20 can then call information on the winning entry from its database, and communicate back via

the appropriate channel to the wiimer.

Figure 6 shows a flow chart for a channel based on interactive voice recognition, and shows
a sequence of steps if a caller uses a voice line from a landhne or mobUe telephone to enter

the competition. This solution assumes that the customer will have a telephone betting

account which can be topped up from time to time, and which can be drawn upon to pay for

bets. It also has provision for the user to enter their own number, or to select a lucky dip

where the system will generate a number of random numbers to be entered into the

competition.

25

30

Figures 7-10 show a simulation of a horse race based on a selection of any one of ten

numbers. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show die same screen on a computer monitor, in different

BNSDC3CID: <WO_02077931A1J_>
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stages of the ""horse race". This simulation can be viewed by the operator^ but it is unlikely

that this simulation would actually be shown to customers during the course of the so-called

"horse race" otherwise entrants would be able to know which horse to back. Figure 7 shows

the screen at the starts Figure 8 shows the screen after 1 S entries iiave been made^ and at this

5 time horses 1, 3, 6, 8 and 9 are in the race as possible winners. All other horses have been

scratched from the race. Horse number 6 which is recorded as "no jockey" in this simulation

is still a valid entry. In Figure 9 the race has been completed, horse 6 has now been chosen

7 times, and is thus out of the race. Only horse 1 remains with a single hit, and thus is the

winner. From the last screen shown in Figure 9 it is apparent that horse 8 was neck and

10 neck with horse 1 until horse 8 was chosen a second time at which point it was eliminated

from the competition and horse 1 declared the winner.

This is also apparent from Figure 10 which shows the call log, showing the sequence of calls

as they come in based on the date and time stamp, showing that horse 8 was chosen a second

time and at that point horse 8 was eliminated from the race leaving only horse 1 as the

15 winner.

EXAMPLE 1

In this example it is assumed that all numbers from 1-1299 and all numbers from 1311-

1,000,000 had already been excluded, by more than one participant selecting each of those

numbeis.

20 When we say that a number is excluded from the potential wincing pool, we propose that

this information is not publicised, and that aU the processing, is kept confidential by the

lottery engine, other than the possibility of some form of statistics being published, for

example the lottery engine might define the size of the potential pool of winning numbers,

indicating the quantity (but not the identity) of any nximbers that have been chosen less than

25 two times or not chosen at all. By pubUcising this information, at defined intervals or

perhaps even having a countdown, participants may be encouraged to enter the competition

in the final stages, as they select or try to guess a number that has not been chosen by anyone

else.

Instead of recording the number of entries in the form of a spreadsheet (which we have used

30 simply for the purpose of illustration) it is envisaged that the lottery engine will utilise at

BNSDOCID: <WO_02077931A1J_>
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least two database files, the first file recording information about participants, and the second

file stoiixig infonnation about the pool ofpotential numbers.

In the case of the second database, it is envisaged that this database will have at least two

fields per record, one being the number ofthe record (or in other words a number between 1

5 and n, so that the database has n records storing each number in a separate record), and at

least the second field of each record stores the number of hits against , that number. It is

envisaged that this process wiU involve a simple count», which can be incremented each

time a particular number for example number 1306 in Figure 4 is chosen by a participant, in

Ais case number 1306 was chosen by five separate participants, so that this field will be

1 0 incremented until it shows five hits. By this means it is possible for the database to have a

conq)lete list of all of the available numbers in the lottery, and show the number of times

they were chosen. In its simplest form, the lottery engine could check the entire database,

and select only those records that returned an entry in the count field of less than two (i.e.

zero or one) and then return a report ofhow many numbers fall into category zero and how
15 many faU into category one. The competition could then be allowed to condmie, and the

database sampled again until this number had reduced.

In the example shown in Figures 1-4, the competition continues until the records containmg

count zero had disappeared, and the records containing count one are reduced to a single

record which is then declared to be the winning number.

20 EXAMPLE 2

It is possible to vary the rules of the competition to stop the competition after a defined

number of entries have been recorded, or after a defined time, or after some other event, and

the database then analysed to apportion the pool ofprize money (less any operating expenses

or profits for the promoters) between ihe numbers chosen.

25 It is also possible that the systemmay be cut off at a particular date or time, andto run in a

"virtual mode" live on television so the winner is technically selected on (he spot This

.

would allow people to watch the processh^en on live television.

One way this could be done would be to stop any further entries from participants, and to use

a random number generator to populate die numbers, until all but one numberwas eliminated

BNSOOCIO: <WO_02077931A1J.»
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from the competition. That would enable the coimt down process to be observed- and

maintain the random nature of the competition, whilst allowing the competition to run until

there was a single winner. Other variations are possible. This ^^nlrtuai mode" has the

advantage that the computer could use a random number generator and generate a large

number of hits, so that the process cotiid be completed within a defined ^'television window"*

so that it fitted within time frame was allowed for the competition. In watching simulations

of the invention, with a random number generator, many numbers are eliminated really

quickly at the start of the competition, but the entire process slows down as the system

comes closer and closer to only a few numbers remaining in the competition as potential

winners. This would enable the competition to ran on a weekly basis in a similar fashion to

Lotto, so that the competition could enable entrants to enter up to perhaps one hour before

the competition is to be "drawn", and tb.e process run in virtual mode from them on. It

would be possible to actually vary the speed or frequency ofthe hits so that the process could

actually be controlled to match tiie viewers expectations, and the suspense coiiid be drawn

out until there was only two numbers remaining, and then ... a winner is declared.

For example it may be sensible then to exclude all of the records returning a coimt zero (not

having been chosen by anyone) look then at the number of records returning a count one and

to declare those numbers division one vidxmers, and to apportion the prize money between

them, or to allow for a number of separate divisions, for example division one made up of

20 the records returning count one, division two made up of records xetuming count two and

division three made up of records returning count three, and so on.

However the diflBculiy with this approach is that unlike a normal lottay, there may be a

large number of numbers with count one, if the competition is stopped too early. If the

competition is allowed to continue for at least 2n entries, then the number ofprize wirmers in

25 division one wiU be reduced significantly, but then the number of prize winners in division

two (if this is made up of count two) will be very large, with the number of potential winners

in division three or division four being significantly smaller.

The difBculty with, suggesting divisions three or division four, based on count three or count

four, is that is possible for participants to influence the outcome. It is very easy for a

30 participant, or group of participants to knowingly enter the same number in order to give that

a ranking in group tliree or four or five, but it is virtually impossible for a group of

BNSDOCID: <WO_02a7793tA1J_>
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participants to collude together and enter numbers that have not been chosen by the other

members of the group, or by any of the other potential participants, as participants will not

normally know die entri^ made by other people.

Some participants will try and choose lucky numbers, whilst others will deliberately try not

to choose lucky numbers on the assumption that other people wiU be drawn to those

numbers. Some people will choose prime numbers, some will have a preference for odd
numbers, some may choose numbers based on the ages or birthdays of their femily members.
Some people will believe that they can ascertain a pattern in the numbers likely to be
selected by a group of individuals, but so long as a participant maintains his entry secret,

then it wiU be difficult for another participant to deUberately attempt to exclude that number
by trying to repeat it On the contrary, the second or subsequent participant will endeavour
to win by choosing a number that he or she believes will not have been chosen by anyone
else and is unlikely to be chosen by anyone else during the course ofthe competition.

EXAMPLE 3

It is preferred that the lottery engine is capable of receiving .information fiom participants

preferably by telephone, or by email, or direct keying of numbers at a kiosk, or through a
keypad associated with an interactive digital television, via an SMS message from a

ceUphone, or some other mechanism in which the participant can communicate directly with
the interfece device used to accept and then buffer entries prior to them being inserted into

the lotioy engine.

For example in the case of an entry via a touch-tone telephone keypad using an 0900
number, the rules ofthe competitiQn will have been advertised, and the participant will know
that if they dial that 0900 number they wUl be charged a fixed price, perhaps $1 per entry

(this is better than charging on a time basis) and that they wifl then be given a brief message,

this could simply be a recorded message that says "cost of entry in this competition is $1 to

be debited against your telephone account, your telephone account number will be used as

your identity number, once you have chosen your number this will be read back to you, and
we xvill provide you with a pin number, which you may wish to write down in confirmation

ofthis transaction."
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Note that the system can be designed to accept caller ID, and if caller ID is switched off, it

may then have a recorded message, which says

"Your telephone number has not been recognised. Please enter your telephone

number before proceeding with this competition, as your telephone number serves to

5 identify you for the puipose ofthis competition."

"Please now enter a number between 1 and 1,000,000, if you choose a tow number

you must preface it with zeros so that your entry comprises seven digits. For

example ifyou choose the number 7 you roust enter 0000007".

The interface mechanism will then read back to the customer their caller ID; the number they

10 have chosen and their serial number or pin number. This serial number or pin ntunber is

preferably a random number or pseudo-random number which also includes a check sum

derived from their caller ID (or from some other part of the entry, perhaps a portion of their

telephone number and a portion oftheir number entry, but in such a way that it is difficult for

others to decipher ^s). Thus the return message to the participant would be on the

1 5 following lines:

"Your caller ID is 649 486 7110.

"Your selected number for the competition is 98371 8.

"Your pin number for this entry is 6793219."

In this example, the last digit 9 is a check sum made up of the sum of the last four digits of

20 the telephone number (711 0).

If a customer fails to record their pin number, and they happen to win the competition, then

the rules of the competition can say that if the identity of the person at that telephone number

is not confirmed by the appropriate pin number, the prize will be allocated to the person who

pays the telephone account (as that person's account will have been de"bited with the cost of

25 entry). The promoter may wish to vary a rule such as this, in some cases tiie promoter may

prefer to issue some form of email, or printed or other receipt. However it is envisaged that

the system will best be xised via telephones, or some form of keypad, and whilst it is

preferable that Ms system be adopted using the 0900 model, or a charge for SMS messages

(in which case it may be preferable to use word entries or pseudo-word entries rather than

BNSDOCID: <WO__02077931A1_L>
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numbers, so that entries could be made up of any combination of letters or in feet letters and

numbers) the charge can be made to the telephone user's account using the 0900 system

whether the originating call is from a landline or from a mobile phone).

This voice based entry, which combines the customer using a kndline or mobUe telephone to

5 speak with an interactive voice recognition system is shown in more detail in the flow cart of
Figure 6. In this example it is assumed that the customer will maintain a telq)hone bettmg

account, rather than paying via a 0900 number or b-party billmg. In ftds case the interactive

voice recognition system will prompt the user to respond in a number of ways, and in the

event that the customa- wishes to enter their own number it is preferable that the customer

10 then uses the telephone key pad, as the system can recognise a touch tone number entry.

EXAMPLE 4

In this example it may be preferable to require participants to pre-register, for example
registering with an entity that allows for telephone betting such as the TAB (the Totalizer

Agency Board in New Zealand, or in NSW, Australia) and opening a telephone account,

15 paying money into that account so that the telephone account can be debited each time the

participant enters a new number. It is unlikely there would be any restriction on the number
of entries per participant, the total cost of entries (and amount left in the telephone account)

being the barrier for the number of times that participant has entered the competition.

Telephone entry could Aen be via a local number or toll free number (1-800 number)

20 EXAMPLES

Entry by email or by logging onto a web-site - the participant may pre-register and pre-

. purchase the right to entry (e.g. by paying by credit card). They can then enter the next

competition either by sending an email in a defined format containing their idaiiiiy (email

address) and the number they have chosen. The number could for example be m the header

25 hne- The entry engine could respond by sending an emaU as proof of entry and issuing a

PIN or receipt number for that transaction. The competition would continue as per example

1, except tiiat the winner could be notified by email.

BNSOOCIO: <WO_02077931A1J_>
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EXAMPLE 6

Entry from a mobile phone by using the Short Messaging System (SMS) or the Web

Application Protocol (WAP) or other messaging service - in this case die participant may

either pre-register and pre-purchase the right to entry (e.g. by paying by credit card) or agree

5 to be part of B-party billing (where the cost of entry is charged to the customer's mobUe

phone account). The customer can then enter the next competition either by sending a

message using SMS or other format containing their identity (mobile phone number which is

typically embedded in the message) and the number they have chosen- In the case of a SMS

message the message could contain only the number they have chosen - on the preferred

10 assumption that there is only one number per message (to simplify processing and charging).

The entry engine could then acknowledge the entry and send a receipt or PIN by return

message to the customer's mobile phone. The competition would continue as per example 1,

except that the winner cotild be notified by SMS or other messaging protocol, or by a voice

call to that mobile phone number.

15 EXAMPLE 7

Similarly the customer could be invited to enter the competition at a Point of Sale (POS)

terminal or at an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM), or at a kiosk, or gaming machine. This

assumes that the merchant operating the POS temiinal or the Bank operating an ATM is

legally permitted to conduct such a transaction. At the time of making a purchase by credit

20 or debit card (or withdrawing funds from an ATM machine) the customer could be asked if

they wanted to participate in a competition 'to win (say) One Million Dollars - each entry

costs one dollar, just punch in a number between one and one milUon". If they chose to

proceed they could then punch in the chosen entry on the number keypad of the POS

temainal or the ATM. Their entry could be tied to details of their credit or debit card, so Aat

25 they could be notified if they are a winner. In this case the POS terminal or ATM could print

details of their entry and receipt ofpayment onto their sales or banking receipt.

This leads to the possibility that if conducting such a lottery over a point of sale terminal is

lawful, then retailers could use their EFTPOS machines to sell entries to the lottery, and

receive a commission for each entry made through their temainal. The system would record

30 the terminal of entry, so that the retailer could receive a commission at the end ofthe lottery.

BNSDOCID: <WO_02077931A1_L>
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An alternative version of this type ofEFTPOS entry could be a product or service promotion

in which a service station chain cx>uld invite customers to enter a give away if they were to

purchase at least say $20 of petrol, allowing them one free entry to the competition once they

have paid for the petrol using a credit card or EFTPOS card. In fact the credit card or

EFTPOS card could serve as their user identity, as part of the purchase transaction and as

part of the entry transaction, so that the user having entered a number of their choice through

the EFTPOS terminal, or having asked the EFTPOS terminal to select a number at random,

could have that entry stored against their EFTPOS card, or credit card number. This would

enable the lottery promoter to then notify the customer via their credit card or EFTPOS

statement, or even with flie permission of flieir credit card or EFTPOS mCTchant, tag their

file so that the next time they use their credit or EFTPOS card for a payment txaosaction the

EFTPOS terminal could communicate to the customer that they had won a prize in that

particular give away, and need to returo to a service station, preferably the service stations

where they entered, to collect their prize.

EXAMPLE 8:

In a computet simulation of this invention using a random number generator to simulate the

entries, and entry cost of $1.00 per number chosen for a first division pay out of $1000.00

where contestants are assumed to have chosen a number between one and one thousand, the

total take is usually between $5000.00 and $7000.00. Analysis of the simulation shows that

most numbers are chosen at least 3 times and some as many as 10 times.

EXAMPLE 9:

An internet style lottery based on this invention to rival the Irish Sweepstake or otiier large

National Lotteries could have entries at say US$10.00 for each number chosen from a pool

often million numbers, say the range from 1 to 10,000,000, A first prize ofUS$100 Million,

a second prize of US$10Million (for the runner up - the person who had chos^ number

1305 the first time but was eliminated by entrant C when 1305 was chosen for the second

time and allowed 1303 to be the first division winnCT). A third prize of USSSMiliion could

be awarded to entrant C (the person who eUminated niraiber 1305, and caxised the

competition to close). Other smaller prizes of say US$10,000.00 could be awarded to every

100,000^ entry (a prize pool of 100 x US$l0k = USSlMillion). This makes a total prize
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distribution ofUS$ 1 1 6 Million. Minimum collection before the competition closes is (2n- 1

)

X ticket price = a mmimuTn US$200 Million - US$10.00, but based on our simulations the

estimated collection will be closer to US$500 Million,

EXAMPLE 10

5 The invention can also be used for a product or service promotion. For example a product

give away in association with a radio station. Callers can be invited to choose a unique

nxjonber between 1 and 100 or 1 and 1000, with prize give aways based on the final winner

using the computer system described above.

EXAMPLE 11

In this example we have chosen a range of ten numbers. - Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the

promoter's screen, which will not be accessible to participants. It is described as a horse race

simulation, so that the system supervisor, or programmer can monitor what happens. The

system corresponds vvith the basic overview of Figure 5. However, in this case n equals 10

and they have been labelled horses 1 through 1 0. The screen shots in Figures 7, S and 9 are

actual screen shots from a simulation based on a random number generator rather than actual

entries. The log has been enabled, and the simulation has been run in slow mode in order to

capture the screen shots. The log of Figure 10 shows the duration of the process, which is

not much more than one minute. Even with this small size of n = 10 the actual number of

hits is quite large^ and thus even with a SI bet cost and a pay out of $10, the actual gross

profit after paying out the $10 prize is $55 as shown on the final screen ofFigure 9.

ADVANTAGES

The preferred embodiments of this invention making use of remote entry such as by

telephone or email or SMS, enable a lottery system to be nm at low cost, as it does not need

to issue pre-printed tickets or receipts (although simple printed receipts are possible as in the

25 ATM or POS examples), as the entry and the billing process can be handled for example

through participant's telephone accounts. The cost of entry can be debited to a participant's

telephone account or fliey can have pre-registered and built up a credit with the lottery

organiser. This reduces the barrier to entry to a competitioti^ particularly where the

competition may be televised, as participants may respond directly to a television

10

15

20
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advertisement, by entering the competition using their home telephone or mobile phone. In

some cases users may have chosen a particular nximber which they have stored on their

mobUe phone, and which they use each time they enter a new lottery (by storing such

numbers, it would be foolish to enter more than once in a particular lottery, as the second

5 entry of that number would void the participant's chances ofa division one win).

By using the caller's telephone number, credit card, email address, mobile phone number

etc. 5 (fiom the mode of entry) as the participant's identiiication, it is also possible for the

organiser or promoter of the competition to quickly contact the winner once a winning

number has been revealed by the lottery engine.

10 It is also an advantage of the preferred embodiments of this invention that the final winning

number is chosen by the interaction of the participants various entries cancelling out entries

and not by a selection process that could be the subject of fraud or interference or built in

bias - e,g. the selection ofnumbered balls in LOTTO,

In addition the lottery engine itselfcan be rendered substantially tamperproof, as participants

15 will not be able to gain direct access to the lottery engine, as Aeir entries will be received by

an interface device which once having accepted the entry will then temiinate the call (or

contact wifli) the participant, and only then forward the^r entry and ID to tiie stack for

processing an entry into the lottery engine. By tins means the outcome of the lottery will be

truly operator independent and thus risk of interference, or bias on the part of the operator

20 can be minimised if not completely removed to make their lottery engine free of bias or

distortion that might otherwise be introduced by one or more of the operators ofthe system,

VARIATIONS

The exanqples show a single transaction mgine and a single lottery oigine. Although ii is

possible to combine boft processes in a single computer we prefer not to do this as it might

25 compromise security. However, it is possible to have a number of sqpaiase transaction

engines feeding data to a common lottery engine. For example a single hi^ value lottery

may be run with contestants able to enter by a variety ofroutes at the same time - in which

case an entry by email would be time stamped, as would an entry by telephone or ATM, each

time stamped entry would be forwarded to the lottery engine and processed in turn based on

30 each entry's time stamp. Bach time stamp should also show the identity of the transaction

BNSDOCID: <WO__02O7793lA1J_>
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engine so that when a winning entry (and any other runner up entries) are detennined at the

close of the lottery, the lottery engine can coromunicate with the relevant transaction engine

to idaitify the winiier(s).

In Figure 6, showing the IVR flow chart we have included the possibility that an entrant

5 could aUow the system to chose a "lucky dip" in which the system would generate one or

more random numbers as the persons' entry into the competition. In the claims we refer to

"file participants are invited to select at least one number" but the participant need not enter

the number themselves, as one option is for the participant to allow the system to use a

random number generator to select the number fiom a defined range of n numbers, for that

1 0 participant.

It will be appreciated ttiat the parameters of the lottery can be varied in many different ways,

for example the potential pool ofnumbers 1 to n may be varied depending upon how quickly

the lottery is to be filled up, the size of the likely prize pool, the potential population having

access to the lottery and whether or not the lottery is to be run in combination with any other

15 promotions, or whether any spot prizes are to be awarded. For example spot prizes could be

awarded to each ten-thousandth entrant, or for the participant's place in the queue, as an

example a spot prize might be awarded for the participant number 9999, or participant

88,S8S (to reflect the Chinese preference for the lucky number 8) or some oiher group of

numbers, reflecting tiie ethnic mix of the participants, or the promoters desire to encourage

20 rapid participation in the lottery.

The lottery need not have a monetary prize but could be used as a promotional tool to choose

the winner or winners of a prize such as a car, stereo, or other item. In such a case a number

of smaller lotteries might be used, e.g. "choose a number between 1 and 100".

Finally various other alterations or modifications may be made to the foregoing without

25 departing firom the scope of this invention.

BNSCXXIO: <WO_02a77931A1J.>
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CLAIMS:

1. A computerised lottery having at least one computer system for recording entries and

determining one or more winners, in which participants are invited to select at least one

number from a defined range of n numbers, and to register their selection with the

computer, the computer being capable of recording at least the identity or contact details

of the participant, the number selected by the participant, the rules of the competition

being such that participams are aware that the coir^etition will run until a winner is

declared, but that more than one selection of the same number by more than one

participant or entry will prevent that number from being chosen for a primary prize, the

competition running until either (a) a defined time has expired to determine one or more

winners based on the participants who had selected numbers that other participants had

not selected; or (b) until all but one ofthe numbers have been selected two or more times,

and only one number remains having been selected by only one participant, vwth that

final number being declared the winning number, and the partidpant having chosen tihat

number being notified as the wiimer.

t. A computerised lottery as claimed in claim 1, wherein the registration process includes

time and date recordal of each entry.

I. A computerised lottery as claimed in claim 1, wherein the computer system includes a

transaction engine and a lottery engine.

•. A coinputerised lattery as claimed in claim 1, wherein Ac lottery engine is capable of

maintaining (a) a register of all of the possible numbers to be used in ihe defined lottery,

and (b) a record ofthe number of times each number is chosen; and the lotte^ sogine has

means for identifying the outcome when only one number remains having been selected

by only one participant.

. A computerised lottery as claimed in claim 1, wherein the lottery engine includes at least

one database.

.
A computerised lonery as claimed in claim 1, v(1ierein the transaction engine is separate

from the lottery engine and passes registered entries sequentially to the lottery engine.
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7. A computerised lottery as claimed in claim 1, wherein the input to the transaction engine

is capable of receiving remote entries from any one or more of (a) a telephone keypad, or

(b) an SMS message from a mobile phone, or (c) an email, or (d) an entry direct to a

website, or (e) an entry at an ATM, or (f) an entry at a POS terminal, or (g) an entry

5 direct to a kiosk or computer terminal at a retail outlet.

8. A computer program for conducting a lottery in which participants are invited to select at

least one number from a defined range of "n" numbers, and to register ttieir selection

witii a computer running the program, the program adapted to record at least the identity

or contact details of the participant, the nimiber selected by the participant, and to

10 separately record the number of times each number within the range of 'V numbers is

chosen by participants, the program allowing the competition to run until all but one of

the numbers have been selected two or more times, and only one nxmiber remains having

been selected by only one participant, with that final number being declared the winning

numb^.

15 9- A method of conducting a lottery, in which participants are invited to select at least one

number from a defined range of numbers, for example between one and n, to register

their selection with a computer system, the computer system being capable of recording

at least die identity or contact details of the participant, the number selected by the

participant, and preferably the date and time of the entry, the rules of the competition

20 being such that participants are aware that the competition will run until a winner is

declared, but that more than one selection of the same number by more tiian one

participant or entry will prevent that number from being chosen as the primary prize, the

competition running un.tU either a defined time has expired, or more preferably until all

but one of the numbers have been selected two or more times, and only one number

25 remains having been selected by oj^Jy one participant, with that final number being

declared the winning number, and the participant having chosen that number being

notified as the winner.
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2189980 21/03/2002 3:65:54 p.m. 6 Eliminated 2

21651046 21/03/2002 3:56:56 cm. e Racinq 3 0

216S6334 21/03/2002 3:55:Se p.m. 3 Eliminated 2 0

21619778 21/03/2002 3:53:57 p.m. 8 Eitminatod 2 0

21641212 21/03/2002 3:55:56 p.m. 3 Eliminated 2 0

21613917 21/03/2002 3:55:69 p.m. 6 Eliminated 2 0

21682715 21/03/2002 3:58:00 p,m 6 Eliminated 2 0

21647796 21/03/2002 3:69:01 p.m 4 Eliminatdd 2 0

2ie4775€ 21/03/2002 a 3:56:02 p.m 10 Eliminated 2 0

21678658 21/03/2002 3:56:03 p.m e lEitmlnaieo 1 0

picked last free Horee

Ellminatso 2nd to last Noree

FIGURE 10
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Horse Race Simulation

HITS HORSE STATUS Prizes | caller ID
|

1 1 Racing >» Wmner 21620410

10 2 Scratched Last Scratching 21676658

3 3 Scratched Last Caller 21676658
11 4 Scratched LastJockey 21651046

5 5 Scratched

7 6 Scratched Bets 65

11 7 Scratched No Jockey 0

2 e Scratched Horses Racing 1

11 9 Scratched Scratched 9

4 10 Scratched Winner 1

Profit after Prize(s) $55

Prize Value $10

Horse IDIb'

Pay out $10 to Winner !!!

Game duration 0:01:10

Bet CostfST 1

FIGURE9
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Horse Race Simulation

HITS HORSE STATUS Prizes

0 1 No Jockey Winner

0 2 No Jockey Last Scratching
0 3 No Jockey Last Caffer

0 4 No Jockey Last Jockey
0 6 No Jockey

0 6 No Jockey Bets 0

0 7 No Jockey ^So Jockey 10
0 8 No Jockey Horses Racing 0
0 9 No Jockey Scratched 0
0 10 No Jock^ Winner Not Yet

Profit after Prize(s) Not Yet

Prize Value $10

Horse lOjTj

Game duration 0:00:00

Bet CostlST

HGURE?

Horse Race Simulatton

HITS HORSE STATUS Prizes

1 1 Racing >» Winner

2 2 Scratched Last Scratching

0 3 No Jockey Last Caller

2 4 Scratched Last Jockey
3 5 Scratched

0 6 No Jockey Bets 15
4 7 Scratched No Jockey 3
0 6 No Jockey Horsee Racing 2
1 9 Racing »> Scratched 5
2 10 Scratched Winner Not Yet

Profit after Prlze(s) S5
Prize Value $10

Hofse lOlT

Bet CostfsT

0:00:19
~1

HGURE

8
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